Partnerships

- Need to draft several faulty members for this subcommittee, e.g. Jana, Kurt, Barb, and Al Weimer

- Move the Venture fund forward – progress made since May; need to get a status report
  - Develop concrete steps with Vern and Merc (JoAnn’s action with support from Jessica)
Partnerships

- Web search conducted by JoAnn on Leadership program - ISU & MIT
- ME program call Professionalism Institute
  - One seminar per semester for 8 semesters – ME graduation reqmt
  - Professionalism gap – attributes, personal responsibility, ethics, cheating, respect for others, discriminatory issues in senior project teams
    - Student behaviors are learned and become professional behaviors
      - Need to plan a better bridge from UG to post UG choices
    - Cross reference to legal profession and training – Could CU Law assist CUE?
    - Corrective actions may be needed from the outset to address new cohorts
  - Honors students professionalism vs. general population
  - Would like college to assist in ramping up the seminars
    - Interaction in global culture settings
    - College Level acceptance and support to grow from periodic 1 hour workshops
Partnerships

- **E-Ship** – 1\textsuperscript{st} year cohort 35; 2\textsuperscript{nd} year 25
  - Entrepreneurship cert now requires an independent research class during senior year
    - Focus on elements of starting a business
  - New cert – Engineering Management
    - Core elements of professionalism and leadership
    - Higher honor code reqmts, honor code quiz must be passed
  - Overlapping course allows E-ship leads (Kurt & Barb) to focus students into the better program for each

- Graduate level EngrMgmt program is willing to help each department faculty with enhanced ethics and honor code process implementation
  - Sets the ground for culture change to enhanced professional behaviors

- Do you really want to be associated with someone who cheats or work with someone who lies?
How could the subcommittee help?

☐ To make CUE great (rather than just good)?
  ▪ Stay the course that the College leadership has set
  ▪ There are seeds of greatness throughout the College and University
  ▪ Move forward with a “Dean’s Leadership Program - a broader Leadership Program to integrate and build on the Goldshirt Program, ME Professionalism Institute, BOLD, and E-Ship

☐ To Improve CUE reputation and ranking
  ▪ Review which U’s rankings have been steadily increasing
  ▪ Outreach and advocacy
  ▪ Student Faculty exposure and publicity —
    ■ Broader exposure through Colorado media
    ■ Service project publicity
    ■ Interning at State (or National) legislature (Jan – May)

☐ To drive toward CUE strengths
  ▪ Focus on one or two cross disciplinary flywheel areas first — BioTech and Energy/Energy uses
  ▪ Collaborate across discipline to pull nickels and dimes together to create a more sizable discretionary pool for BioTech and Energy